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Our results in 2015 were fueled by a company-
wide commitment to growth, innovation and 
positive consumer experiences. We continue 
to grow and expand the premier platform of 
information, analytics and marketing services 
in the commercial real estate industry.
 
Throughout the year, we made strategic 
investments to launch new services that we 
believe will continue to strengthen our offerings. 
CoStar Market Analytics is an enhanced version 
of CoStar Suite, and has been extremely 
popular with apartment property managers 
and lenders. We launched two consumer-
centric multifamily websites in 2015 with 
Apartments.com and Apartment Finder. We 
now offer the leading network for apartment 
listings. LoopNet remains the number one 
site for marketing properties for sale or lease, 
reaching five million unique visitors a month. 
BizBuySell and Lands of America continue to 
grow and are the leading sites in their spaces. 
 
Thanks to our technology, information and 
collaborative teams, we believe we have 
created a strong foundation for future revenue 
growth across our entire platform. Most 
important, we remain committed to providing 
excellence to our users and clients. 

$712M
2015 annual revenue
24% increase over 2014 

90%
12 month trailing renewal rate

$100M
Net new annual subscriptions

$136M*
Adjusted EBITDA in 2015

2011

$200M 

$400M 

$600M 

$800M 

2012 2013 2014 2015

Five-Year CAGR: High-Margin Incremental Revenue
Annual Revenue

In Millions

30%
CAGR

*Reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures in this report to their GAAP-basis results can be found, along with definitions for those terms, in the Company’s Annual 
Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on February 26, 2016, and the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed with the SEC on April 28, 2016, each of which is 
available on the Company’s website:  www.costargroup.com/investors/sec-filings. 



CEO Letter
Dear Shareholders,

We had an excellent year in 2015, as CoStar Group made strategic investments 
that are making our existing service offerings even stronger. 

Financially, we had outstanding growth in revenue and sales. By the fourth 
quarter of 2015, we executed our plan for margin expansion as we increased 
efficiencies in many aspects of the business. We expect this financial 
performance trajectory to continue into 2016. 

In 2015, we bought ApartmentFinder.com and launched the multifamily industry’s 
first comprehensive marketing campaign, featuring Jeff Goldblum.

Our technology team delivered outstanding results as well. We launched two 
groundbreaking multifamily websites in 2015: a new Apartments.com site and 
a new ApartmentFinder.com site, just seven months after the acquisition. On 
the information side, we very successfully launched CoStar Market Analytics, 
an information, analytics and forecasting tool for institutional investors, banks, 
owners and property managers.

Our team of approximately 2,600 professionals continues to deliver high quality 
results that are transforming the Company as we build upon our unparalleled 
platform of commercial real estate services. 
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Information and Analytics
Information and Analytics represents 
the largest percentage of CoStar 
information revenue, at approximately 
60% of total revenue for CoStar Group. 

Our flagship CoStar Information and 
Analytics services revenue in North 
America grew 12.4% during the full 
year of 2015 compared to the full 
year of 2014. Revenue in the United 
Kingdom grew at 13.8% year-over-year 
in British pound sterling. Our expansion 
into Canada has been going extremely 
well, as we look to build upon the 
strong momentum we have had since 
our launch in 2014. We will be offering 
services in six Canadian markets in 2016.

We had a solid year of new net sales 
of CoStar information and analytics 
services—and in the fourth quarter of 
2015, we had our best quarter ever.

As mentioned earlier, in March 
2015 we launched a very important 
information service called CoStar 
Market Analytics. This service provides 
insight into commercial real estate 
verticals for valuable customers such 
as banks, institutional investors, and 
owners who demand comprehensive 
commercial real estate information 
coverage across all major sectors. 
These clients typically have greater 
exposure to risk, greater upside 
potential, and larger budgets from 
which to draw for our services than 
do our traditional broker clients.

Property managers on the multifamily 
side use CoStar Market Analytics to 
set rents at optimal levels. In the 
multifamily space, we believe we  
are the only company providing a 

comprehensive bundle of services that 
addresses the need for marketing 
and lead generation services, as 
well as information services.

CoStar Market Analytics added nearly 
$25 million of net new subscription 
sales to the core CoStar Suite® offering 
through March 2016. We believe we 
have penetrated less than 11% of the 
market opportunity, and have the 
potential to add hundreds of millions 
of dollars in information and analytics 
sales to the multifamily vertical, on top 
of what we believe we can achieve on 
the advertising side of the business. 

One of our best opportunities to 
sell additional CoStar information 
and analytics services is to users 
of LoopNet. Since the acquisition 
of LoopNet closed in April 2012, 
we have sold over $100 million of 
CoStar information subscriptions 
to LoopNet users. We believe there 
is still a significant opportunity for 
additional cross-selling opportunities. 
We have found that LoopNet users 
who search with high frequency 
are prime candidates for CoStar 
information and analytics services. 

As of February 2016, 130,000 active 
LoopNet members had logged in 
to LoopNet during the previous 12 
months, and conducted more than 100 
searches each. In addition, 300,000 
visitors to the site conducted more 
than 100 searches each in the past 
12 months. This vast pool of 430,000 
users will be the target upsell audience 
for CoStar information and analytics 
sales over the next few years. 

The LoopNet marketplace 
remains vibrant; we now have 
over 10 million registered LoopNet 
members. We attract nearly 
five million unique visitors per 
month to LoopNet.com. It is the 
premier Internet marketplace 
for brokers and owners to list 
properties available for lease or 
sale, and for tenants, investors 
and brokers to find them.

We are making substantial 
upgrades to LoopNet to make 
it even stronger. In the first 
quarter of 2016, we launched a 
new website with a cleaner user 
interface. We also began offering 
tiered advertising on the LoopNet 
website. Through Diamond, 
Platinum and Gold packages, we 
are providing brokers and owners 
the ability to gain increased 
exposure for their advertised 
properties. Our top tiers will allow 
these users to gain maximum 

exposure by cross-marketing 
their properties to CoStar 
Suite subscribers in the CoStar 
information system. 

More and more, we are looking 
for opportunities to integrate our 
services on a singular platform. 
Our highest priority in 2016 is to 
complete the integration of the 
back-end systems that power 
CoStar and LoopNet. We expect 
this will significantly, positively 
affect our revenues, reduce our 
costs, and increase our EBIDTA. 

We believe that when we 
create one common back-
end environment, we will have 
a dramatically higher quality 
database and will be able to 
increase the productivity of our 
research team while providing 
more timely and complete 
information to our customers. 

As of the first quarter of 2016, over 24 million people, on average, visit our 
websites every month. We have built an unprecedented online commercial 
real estate presence in categories spanning office, industrial, retail, 
multifamily, land and businesses for sale. Our online marketplaces are 
leaders in their categories. 

Online Marketplaces 
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2016 and Beyond

Andrew C. Florance
Founder & Chief Executive Officer

I am very pleased that in 2016 our 
multifamily marketplace is expected 
to pass the $200 million revenue 
mark. We have been working 
exceptionally hard to create the 
premier marketplace for renting an 
apartment in the United States.

There are 110 million renters in the 
US collectively, spending just under 
half a trillion dollars a year on rent. 
The market is growing rapidly with 
renters increasing their spending by 
approximately $100 billion since 2010. 
This represents one of the largest 
consumer segments in the US. 

Apartments.com enjoyed more 
visitor traffic in 2015 than any other 
apartment rental website, according 
to comScore. We exited 2015 with the 
number one position among major 
competing apartment websites in 
unique visitors, total visits, total page 
views, total time on site, average time 
on site, lowest bounce rate, consumer 
engagement, un-aided awareness, 
search engine optimization, search 
engine marketing, and number of 
apartment buildings offered. 

In March 2015, we embarked on an 
unprecedented marketing campaign 
complete with national advertising 
to promote Apartments.com. Since 
the beginning of the campaign 

in March 2015 through the end of 
December, we generated over 7.9 
billion impressions. In June 2015, 
we acquired Apartment Finder and 
immediately set out to transform this 
valuable addition to our apartment 
network. Within seven months of the 
close of the acquisition, we achieved 
cost synergies of approximately $20 
million. Apartment Finder print services 
have been discontinued, and all of 
our Apartment Finder contracts have 
been converted to digital advertising.

The Apartment Finder acquisition 
has been a great success to date and 
brings a great new team to CoStar 
Group. We believe it will continue to 
help us transform our apartment 
listing services. 

In November 2015, we announced 
an exclusive agreement with Move, 
Inc. to provide listings in apartment 
communities of 50 or more units to 
Move’s network of websites, which 
includes realtor.com®, Move.com, 
and doorsteps.com. We now promote 
our advertisers’ communities across 
six major apartment and real estate 
rental websites with a single point of 
contact, at prices we believe are below 
the other largest providers’ in the 
apartment listings space.

The investments we made in 2015 have already begun to bear fruit.
 
The core CoStar Information and Analytics business is strong and healthy and 
we are successfully selling into multiple customer verticals. LoopNet continues 
to be a tremendous source of additional marketplace revenue and potential new 
business. Our Apartments Network will surpass $200 million in revenue in 2016, 
and I believe that we will soon be generating more revenue in the apartment 
space than any other company in the United States. This will be quite an 
achievement since we entered the business just two years ago. 

Across all of our business lines, our success is a direct result of keeping the 
needs of the users of our services clearly in view. Innovation and commitment 
to excellence, as well as being the number one provider of services for all 
participants in commercial real estate, drive us forward as we continue to build 
the number one platform in the industry.

Our Apartments.com advertising campaign 
featuring Jeff Goldblum was a success, generating:

2B 3.4B 190M2.2B
Impressions on 

Television
Impressions 

Digitally
Impressions on 
Social Media

Impressions for 
Out-Of-Home & Radio
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619
Page Views

43,137
Square Feet Added  

1,296
Page Views

727
Unique Visitors  

2,300
         Property Searches

274
3D Tours

98
    Research Calls

60
SECONDS

15,970
Property Searches

2,489
Property Searches

764
Listing Views

14
Digital Images

Added

As technology evolves, so does our approach to market intelligence.

Knowledge. Innovation. Passion. These values fuel our approach as we gather, 
formulate and deliver deep market insights, which help our customers achieve 
more, and make the best business decisions, every day.

Throughout 2015, we continued to knock down the barriers that once made 
critical commercial real estate market information inaccessible. Our research 
platform generates the accurate, up-to-date, actionable data that keeps our 
clients a step ahead. 

At CoStar Group, our brands come together to deliver research, technology, 
innovative tools and powerful marketing to connect the world’s leading 
commercial real estate professionals with the data, insights, decision makers and 
leads to succeed. 

Whether we’re researching what’s on the market, valuing properties, matching 
buyers and sellers, or connecting people looking for a great apartment, ranch, 
land or small business, our aim is to help clients reach their goals.

CoStar’s marketplaces and world-class research operation generate a level of 
information activity and traffic that is unprecedented in our industry. 

See what happens in an average CoStar minute.* 
 

2M+12M+
Miles DrivenResearch Calls 

Made in 2015

1,600 Researchers

19M Property Images

75 Markets  
Canvassed by Aerial 

Research Plane

Our unique, robust and detailed approach 
to real estate research continues to be 
unmatched in the market.

* Based on internal measures, including Google Analytics, of activity during regular workday hours.
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Our subscription-based information service, CoStar Suite®, continues to deliver 
CRE professionals the insights, data and research they need to make the most 
informed decisions quickly.  

By combining CoStar Property®, CoStar COMPS® and CoStar Tenant® into one 
streamlined solution, CoStar Suite® delivers expert, niche market knowledge 
verified by the industry’s largest professional research team. In 2015 we 
sharpened our focus on the debt and equity audience, which includes owners, 
banks and institutional investors. That audience grew 21% year-over-year, and 
now makes up 40% of CoStar Suite® subscriptions. We continue to focus on 
diversifying our targets, maintaining high renewal rates and delivering the most 
robust and accurate commercial real estate data. 

CoStar Market Analytics allows clients to track the competition like never before 
—offering immediate, real-time insights on market and submarket activity, 
behavior and trends. Customers benefit from an established means of assessing 
competitive rent, construction, market, project, pricing and development 
information—helping them make the most informed, savvy decisions about their 
property investments. We launched CoStar Market Analytics for Multifamily in 
2015, with CoStar Market Analytics for Office expected to launch in 2016.
  
Our intelligence is fueled in more ways than one. We feed the insights gained 
from the Apartments.com Network database into our research base to deliver 
the most powerful intelligence engine in the industry, hands down. 

6M 75K 470K 2,500
Monthly Rent  
Observations

Daily Property  
Updates

Multifamily
Properties

Submarkets  
Canvassed

90%

40%

Renewal Rates

CoStar Suite®  
Subscriptions from Debt & 
Equity Audience

®

Intelligence in Context 
The CoStar Portfolio Strategy team of market-leading economists delivers 
actionable information across industries and markets, providing recommendations 
that benefit our clients exclusively.
 
In October 2015, our portfolio strategists detected a decline in multifamily rents  
for the first time in several years. We were first to spot the change—and we were 
able to provide that edge to our customers.
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In 2015, CoStar UK achieved substantial growth and an upward revenue and 
margin trajectory, proving the replicability of the CoStar model beyond the US. 
Nearly complete is the smooth client transition from our legacy Focus platform 
to CoStar Suite, which now boasts 1,200 firms and 13,000 users—making it the 
fastest growing CRE information database in the UK. Our client retention rate on 
CoStar Suite UK is over 93%.

It was also the year we acquired the Belbex business in Spain. Our European 
expansion strategy is generally based on targeting markets with high investor 
appeal and low data transparency—markets in which we can overlay the CoStar 
model onto incumbent providers.

CoStar Canada, which was introduced in 2014, secured nine of the top 12 
Canadian brokers during our first nine months in the market. We built upon this 
momentum in 2015 by focusing on market diversification with exceptional results 
in securing top investment, government and lending accounts; we multiplied our 
sales since inception by 250% as a result.

CoStar International 

Users* Firms*

14K 1,200 93%
Retention Rate*

* CoStar Suite UK

1413 CoStar Group 
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“What’s it feel like to be the 
most trafficked apartment 
rental site on the Internet?  
Like a date with destiny.” 
BRAD BELLFLOWER
SILICON VALLEY MAVERICK

We built the site that renters love.
In 2015, we released a completely rebuilt Apartments.com with renters’ needs in 
mind. The result? A site renters love, and more exposure for advertisers than any 
other apartment listing site.

In March 2015, we launched Apartments.com along with a historic $100 million 
advertising campaign. Apartments.com quickly became the most trafficked 
apartment listing site, delivering more engaged renters and qualified leads to our 
advertisers as a result. In June 2015, we acquired Apartment Finder, expanding our 
network of apartment listing sites to three, including Apartment Home Living. In 
December 2015, we launched an all−new Apartment Finder site, focused on renters 
looking for great deals and offering innovative new tools.

Renters identified Apartments.com and ApartmentFinder.com as the top two most 
used apartment search sites, as reported by J Turner Research in an independent 
survey published in September 2015.

We continued to deliver more for advertisers through a strategic partnership with 
Move, Inc.—expanding the Apartments.com Network exponentially by offering one 
ad on one network across six sites.

In less than a year, Apartments.com became the #1 most trafficked apartment 
listing site. The Apartments.com Network doubled its site traffic, and has increased 
the average amount of time spent per visit by almost 50%.*

Apartments.com YOY
Visitors Growth 2015/14*

Increased Inventory YOYApartments.com  
Total Visits 2015*

75% 40%150M

* Google Analytics

16   
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As the number one commercial real estate marketplace in the United States 
drawing the most traffic, LoopNet continues to show strong profit growth. 
The site averages over five million unique visitors a month, 10 times the traffic 
of any other commercial real estate brand. LoopNet has grown to over 10 
million registered members, averaging nearly 2,400 new registrations a day.
 
LoopNet now offers customers five advertising levels, allowing for a significant 
increase in exposure to our valuable online audience with larger ads, higher 
placement and new technology, such as LoopNet Pro Video™ and LoopNet Targeted 
Advertising™. Paid listings now represent more than 50% of all listings on LoopNet. 

Lands of America is the largest rural real estate 
listing network in the country. In 2015, Lands of 
America launched a newly rebuilt website with  
an enhanced user experience, providing  
greater value to customers through  
increased land searches, property  
views and inquiries. The website  
saw a 43% increase in users from  
year-end 2014 to year-end 2015.*

In 2015, LAND Magazine was 
relaunched with a brand new look, 
higher quality print and a greater  
focus on the visual aspects of land. The 
magazine now features more landscape 
photography, lifestyle articles, and 
expanded lifestyle brand advertisers. 
The relaunch of LAND Magazine 
reimagines land as a way of life.

BizBuySell is the industry-
leading business-for-sale 
listing marketplace, with  
over 7,800 deals closed in  
2015. BizBuySell achieved  
19% growth in 2015 from 
listings sold directly to  
business owners. 

The website generated over 165 
million page views, 47 million 
listing views and, according 
to Compete.com, received 
8.5 times more visits than any 
other business-for-sale listing 
marketplace. 

1M 367K 1,800Listings 
Viewed 

Searches New Listings Added 
to the Marketplace 

Every Day on LoopNet:

18
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CoStar Builds
Together, we offer our time,  
effort and contributions to help 
improve, sustain and brighten the 
communities in which we live and work. 
We focus on:
•  Nurturing and sustaining our 

environment  
•  Serving and helping communities  

in need 
•  Fostering and furthering children’s 

health and education

Healing Garden at 
Children’s National Hospital
CoStar Group was honored by the 
Washington Business Journal as a 
2015 Corporate Philanthropy award 
winner. CoStar was recognized for 
its company-wide contributions 
to create the Healing Garden at 
Children’s National Hospital in 
Washington DC, which will transform 
a rooftop space into a place of 
peace and restorative recuperation 
for young hospital patients.

We’re always looking for new ways to make a positive impact on the lives of our 
neighbors and the world.

Contributing to the Community

Throughout 2015,  
our employees  

devoted 590 hours  
of community  

service.

CoStar Group was 
honored by the 

Washington Business 
Journal as a 2015 

Corporate Philanthropy 
award winner. 
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Financial Highlights
Operations
In thousands, except in share data 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Revenues $251,738 $349,936 $440,943 $575,936 $711,764

Net income $14,656 $9,915 $29,734 $44,869 $(3,465)

Net income per share-diluted $0.62 $0.37 $1.05 $1.46 $(0.11)

Weighted average outstanding shares-diluted 23,527 26,949 28,212 30,641 31,950

Balance sheet
In thousands, except in share data 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Cash, cash equivalents and investments $573,379 $177,726 $277,943 $544,163 $437,325

Total assets $770,117 $1,155,583 $1,250,440 $2,070,483 $2,079,571

Stockholders’ equity $659,177 $826,343 $927,862 $1,513,546 $1,543,780

Reconciliation of quarterly EBITDA 
with 2014–2015 quarterly net income 
In millions

2014 2015

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Net income $9.7 $8.2 $13.0 $13.9 $(6.1) $(15.0) $(5.4) $23.0

Purchase amortization 6.2 17.0 16.1 15.5 13.5 13.5 17.1 13.9

Depreciation and other amortization 3.7 3.7 4.1 4.2 4.3 5.1 5.4 5.7

Interest income (0.1) (0.1) (0.0) (0.3) (0.3) (0.1) (0.0) (0.1)

Interest expense 1.6 3.8 2.7 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.3

Income tax expense (benefit), net 5.9 5.0 7.8 7.3 0.6 (7.4) 2.6 10.2

EBITDA $27.0 $37.6 $43.7 $43.0 $14.3 $(1.5) $22.1 $55.0
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CoStar Group, Inc. (NASDAQ:CSGP) is the 
leading provider of commercial real estate 
information, analytics and online marketplaces. 
Founded in 1987, CoStar conducts expansive, 
ongoing research to produce and maintain 
the largest and most comprehensive database 
of commercial real estate information. 
Our suite of online services enables clients 
to analyze, interpret and gain unmatched 
insight on commercial property values, 
market conditions and current availabilities. 
LoopNet is the most heavily trafficked 
commercial real estate marketplace online 
with more than 10 million registered members. 
Apartments.com, ApartmentFinder.com and 
ApartmentHomeLiving.com form the premier 
online apartment resource for renters seeking 
great apartment homes and provide property 
managers and owners a proven platform 
for marketing their properties. Through an 
exclusive partnership with Move, a subsidiary 
of News Corporation, Apartments.com is the 
exclusive provider of apartment community 
listings across Move’s family of websites, 
which include realtor.com®, doorsteps.com 
and move.com. CoStar Group’s websites have 
attracted an average of more than 24 million 
unique monthly visitors in aggregate in the first 
quarter of 2016. Headquartered in Washington, 
DC, CoStar maintains offices throughout the 
US and in Europe and Canada with a staff 
of approximately 2,600 worldwide, including 
the industry’s largest professional research 
organization. For more information, 
visit costargroup.com.
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